FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MessageSolution Partners with Microsoft Edge to Provide an Email Archive Security Suite at the 2016
Microsoft WPC in Toronto, Canada
Partnering with email and corporate file security vendors, MessageSolution introduces compliance archiving, legal
discovery and storage management for email and network security space. MessageSolution delivers award-winning
advanced information archiving and eDiscovery software solutions for email, SharePoint and file system archiving,
legal discovery, and storage management.
Toronto, Ontario Canada (July 12. 2016) MessageSolution, the global technology leader in content archiving and
eDiscovery, announces its support for Microsoft Edge’s antispam and antivirus security features at 2016 Microsoft
World Partners Conference at Toronto Convention Center in Toronto Canada. The partnership provides maximized
ROI for organizations on email security from the termination of MacAfee’s archiving solution. With this support,
MessageSolution offers an integrated email security suite as a cost-effective third-party cloud solution and alternative
from MacAfee.
Ranked as an “Emerging Player” for Enterprise Email Archiving in Info-Tech’s Vendor Landscape, MessageSolution’s
enterprise content archiving solution introduces failsafe SLA for email security suite users to counter the need to
purchase expensive email gateways and provides with an advanced and feature-rich alternative solution for
compliance archiving and eDiscovery.
“For Microsoft Exchange and Office365 customers, we deliver a straightforward eDiscovery and content archiving
solution without the hassle of modifying security storage protocols for an advanced data archiving and eDiscovery
experience,” stated Kevin Mcinerny, Global Marketing Strategist at MessageSolution, Inc. “With performance based
failsafe SLA, MessageSolution brings more efficient eDiscovery solutions with the industry leading most scalable
archive system that implements search and restore functionalities integrated with the cloud BLOB storage. Compared
to vendors in the market today, MessageSolution’s Cloud Archive and eDiscovery Platform operates faster with
unified services offering greater efficiency with high levels of performance.”
For SME and large enterprises, MessageSolution is rolling out MaCafee/MX Logic Replacement Program, looking to
reconcile implementation of MacAfee’s email security and MX Logic email archiving systems. The MX Logic
Replacement Promotion enables firms to continue archiving on the MessageSolution Platform, a leading email
archiving provider without the need to be in the market for a secure email gateway. The promotion provides extensive
cost-savings by bundling free migration for MX Logic customers with MessageSolution’s open-archive renewal policy
in the first year. MessageSolution Service Provider Platform is a Multi-tenant Cloud Archive for Managed Service
Providers (MSPs) to host and provide high performance email and content archiving for email retention with added
failsafe SLA for all email platforms, including Microsoft Office 365.
MessageSolution’s hands-free cloud archive and eDiscovery platforms are open to integrate with market security
software, leading with a comprehensive blend of features and functionalities in their compliance archiving and
eDiscovery offering. By partnering with service providers and security vendors, MessageSolution delivers an
advanced, cost effective eDiscovery and content archiving experience with additional functions, ideal for service
providers, SMEs, and enterprises. The MessageSolution Advanced eDiscovery Platform includes enhanced features
such as universal legal hold, case management, configurable 3rd party legal/auditor access, data redaction, etc. Data
security in the Cloud is a major issue for organizations regarding safety and accessibility of archived data. To combat
data security fears, MessageSolution offers SSL and AES encryption options. In addition, to maintain SSAE 16 Type
II certification, all MessageSolution data centers are regularly audited for physical and procedural safeguards. The
MessageSolution Cloud Archive also leverages multi-tiered access permissions to granularly manage internal data
access permissions.
“The open archive policy has the capability for security service providers a MX Logic replacement for customers with
options of seamlessly deploying as a dedicated hands-off private cloud solution or an on-premise non-SQL enterprise
archiving and eDiscovery solution,” said Kevin Mcinerny.
Cloud Solutions, Enterprise On-Premise and Managed Service Provider Hosted Platforms:
MessageSolution offers its partners the most diverse solution portfolio for a maximized ROI. Partners have the option
of re-selling 3 flexible deployment options, including customer on-premise, cloud hosted or MSP hosted platform.

With VARs and MSPs located around the world in North America, Australia, Europe, and APAC, MessageSolution
works closely with its partners to bring information archiving and eDiscovery services through its worldwide channels.
MessageSolution’s Global Partner Program includes managed service providers (MSP), internet service providers
(ISP) and value added resellers (VAR).
MessageSolution will be showcasing its enterprise and Cloud-based solutions for enterprise information archiving and
eDiscovery in Microsoft WPC at the Metro Toronto Convention Center in Canada on July 10 – July 14 at booth
#1808. For product inquiry, please contact MessageSolution at +001 (408) 383-0100 or visit
http://www.MessageSolution.com
About MessageSolution, Inc.
MessageSolution, Inc. is an industry leader in comprehensive email, SharePoint and file systems content archiving,
legal eDiscovery, and data migration. With Cloud, Multi-Tenant and On-Premise software solutions available,
MessageSolution enables organizations of all sizes, in all industries, to mitigate risk, reduce storage costs and
requirements, optimize server performance, and comply with industry and federal regulations. The MessageSolution
Platform supplies the organizational and governing backbone to manage the lifecycle of electronic stored information
(ESI) by fully integrating with Exchange, Office 365, Lotus Notes Domino, Google Mails, GroupWise and all Linux
email platforms and supporting all SharePoint and file content types.
Founded in 2004 and based in Silicon Valley, California, MessageSolution maintains operations in North America,
Europe, and Asia Pacific, along with distribution channels in Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia Pacific and the Middle
East. Domestic and international customers include U.S. Department of Commerce, Toyota Australia, Honda China,
University of Texas A & M, Randolph School District, George Washington University, Hong Kong University,
Lockheed Federal Credit Union, Diamond Bank, Bank of Manhattan, and the Massachusetts State Court System, etc.
For more information, visit www.MessageSolution.com or call +001 408-383-0100.
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